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Pallet 
Racking
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Shuttle

The pallet racking system 
is the most widespread 
system for storing and 
directly accessing each 
pallet. Frames allow the 
realization of structures 
with important vertical 
extensions, multi-tiered 
storage levels, and high 
load capacities. Automatic 
storage systems and clad-
rack warehouses are made 
with the same structural 
elements.

The multi-depth storage 
system with shuttle 
powered by lithium battery 
is the ideal solution to 
manage the storage for 
large quantities of pallets 
by item with high rotation 
frequency. It facilitates 
the pallet loading and 
unloading into the various 
channels.



Drive-In 
Racking
The ideal solution for high-
density storage allowing 
the elimination of picking 
aisles. Suitable for all 
sectors handling palletized 
products of homogeneous 
type or with slow rotation 
frequency (LIFO logic).

Gravity-fed 
Racking
Solution for high density 
storage with high rotation 
and homogeneous 
products.
The system is equipped 
with self-braking rollers 
for the space optimization 
(FIFO logic).

Mobile Pallet 
Racking System
It is the most suitable 
solution for high-density 
storage of materials with 
a low to medium rotation 
frequency.
The mobility of the racks that 
slide on tracks allows, when 
necessary, to open the aisle 
of interest leaving the other 
racking compacted, thus 
saving all the aisles not 
involved in handling.



Dimax - Multi-
Purpose Shelving
It is a modular storage 
system ideal for every 
picking needs. This 
shelving can be supplied 
as single- or double-sided 
structure, for medium and 
lightweight loads that vary 
from very light home and 
office applications to multi-
tier storage solutions with 
staircases, walkways, and 
gates.

Mobile Shelving

Carton Live 
Storage System

A must for libraries, offices, 
archives, pharmacies, 
workshops, the mobile shelving 
systems eliminate fixed aisles 
that waste space, giving more 
filing capacity within the same 
footprint. The translation of the 
shelving, mounted on carriages 
that slide and move along floor 
rails, is obtained by a mechanical 
or electric mechanism ensuring 
the simultaneous movement of 
one or more elements without 
great effort.

The gravity-fed order 
picking system is the most 
effective response to the 
need for a dynamic storage 
for not particularly heavy unit 
loads, of small to medium 
size, such as plastic or 
metal boxes or containers.



Cantilever 
Racking 
Cantilever racking is the 
ideal industrial racking 
solution for long and bulky 
items such as bars, pipes, 
metal sheets, timber, and 
panels. 
It simplifies and optimizes 
the work offering the ability 
to select from single or 
double-sided storage. 
When installed outdoors, it 
can be fitted with special 
roofs.

Mezzanine Floor 
GL8
The GL8 mezzanine floor 
is a system that increases 
the useful storage area of 
warehouses by exploiting 
the vertical space available 
of the buildings, while at 
the same time allowing for 
large open spaces free of 
columns. The structure is 
completed with different 
options of flooring and 
decking, railings, stairs, 
and gates.
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